Memo No: HAB/SGH/ 1079 Date: 08/12/16

Disposal of Waste Hypo Solution


The Hospital superintendent, Habra State General Hospital, Habra, hereby invites sealed quotations from persons/Firms/having reputation in the field for the scale process of WASTE HYPO SOLUTION accumulated in the x-ray department of Habra SGH, North 24 Parganas till date.

Rate should be quoted per gallon of the Hypo Solution. Selected quotationer will have to arrange to keep it in suitable container carefully and no wastage will be allowed at the time of collection of the mentioned waste hypo solution. Volumetric measurement should be made in presence of technicians of this hospital and the cost of the solution must be paid in full on the date of collection. The total payment is to be made either in Treasury Challan 24-HF-0210-Medical &PH-01-Urban Health Services-800-other receipts -300 sale of blood medicines etc.to institutions other than in patients-17-sale proceeds at SBI or by DCR at Ward Master. The selected quotationer will be allowed to collect the waste hypo solution from time to time throughout the period of three month from the date of issuance acceptance letter.

Last date of submission of quotation is 03/01/2017 upt0 1.00 p.m and will be opened on the next day at 1.00p.m. in the office chamber of the Superintendent, Habra SGH, willing quotationer may remain present at the time of opening the quotations.

Selected quotationer will have to lift the waste hypo solution as is where is basis. The tender selection committee of this hospital reserves the right to accept or reject any or all of the quotations in the pat or full without assigning any reason whatsoever.

Superintendent
Habra State General Hospital
North 24 Parganas

Copy forwarded for information and n/a, please ,to:
01 The Store-keeper